M.I.T., Cambridge, Massachusetts

MIT: third highest tuition in U.S.

By Margaret Brandeau

Students pay the third highest fees of any college students in the U.S.

With tuition, room, and board set at a total of approximately $6,000, M.I.T. comes behind only Bennington College ($6,200) and Sara Lawrence College ($6,250) in costs.

Because the economy has decreased the amount of money coming into colleges, for the past several years colleges have been trimming tuition refunds. This year MIT's tuition rose a whopping $350 over last year, or about 6 percent. Public colleges seem to be hurting more than private colleges.

By Michael Bronzutewicz

Among the changes initiated in the dorm line system over the summer, the most controversial is the reduction in switchboard hours, eliminating dorm line phone service between midnight and 7:30 a.m.

According to M.I.T. Telecommunications Office, which is responsible for the change, few calls were made in those hours and only an approximate 2 percent chance to call the emergency number given by the switchboard during the trial period this summer. However, interviews with students have indicated that many feel greatly inconvenienced by this policy decision.

New House to the dorm line system, many phone numbers have been changed. The telecommunications office advises students to call their house desk for the new numbers. As a general rule (with many exceptions) numbers starting with 0 now start with 6, numbers starting with 8 have been scrambled, and numbers starting with 9 have been left pretty much intact.

The latest condition is the lack of phones in New House. A by-product of this is a reduced capacity of dorm line system in Baker which will be straightened out this week when the New House phones are installed. The delay of about two weeks was caused by late and incorrect deliveries.

Dorm line changes

registration day brought its annual crush of students to department yesterday, as hundreds of people crowded into the gymnasium to register.

This year - perhaps because the larger freshman class - lines were longer than ever, with students waiting up to 30 minutes to get their class cards.

Registration day brought its annual crush of students to Department yesterday, as hundreds of people crowded into the gymnasium to register. This year - perhaps because the larger freshman class - lines were longer than ever, with students waiting up to 30 minutes to get their class cards.

By Eileen Mannix

1975 Coop rebate set at 7.5%

By Dave Simon

President Gerald R. Ford and Sen. Henry "Scoop" Jackson, D-Wash., are the two most popular presidential candidates at M.I.T., according to an informal poll taken here last week.

Ford, currently considered the national favorite for the Republican nomination in next year's election, got 37 votes, while leading all candidates in a poll conducted by the Department of Political Science at last week's Academic Midway. Jackson, with 30 votes, was second, beating 14 other Democratic hopefuls listed on the ballot. Sen. Henry Humphrey, D-Minn., was a distant third with 14 votes.

The poll distributed to 177 students at the Academic Midway, listed eight Republican candidates, 15 Democrats, and three 'Independents.' In addition, 17 votes were cast for candidates not listed on the ballots.

Former President Richard Nixon, who was among the write-in candidates, getting one vote although he has won two previous presidential elections and is not eligible to hold the office again.

According to a study conducted by the College ENTANCE EXAMINATION BOARD, total costs at the average public college rose 12 percent last year, while at the average private college they rose only 9 percent.

In order to increase the
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Fred President Gerald R. Ford and Sen. Henry "Scoop" Jackson, D-Wash., are the two most popular presidential candidates at M.I.T., according to an informal poll taken here last week.

Ford, currently considered the national favorite for the Republican nomination in next year's election, got 37 votes, while leading all candidates in a poll conducted by the Department of Political Science at last week's Academic Midway. Jackson, with 30 votes, was second, beating 14 other Demo-

The ballots, distributed to 117 students at the Academic Midway, listed eight Republican candidates, 15 Democrats, and three 'Independents.' In addition, 17 votes were cast for candidates not listed on the ballots.

Former President Richard Nixon, who was among the write-in candidates, getting one vote although he has won two previous presidential elections and is not eligible to hold the office again.

The results, in preferential order, are listed below.

Ford (R) 37

Henry Jackson (D) 30

Robert Humphrey (D) 14

Edward Kennedy (D) 13

Eugene McCarthy (Ind.) 12

Elliott Richardson (D) 11

Ralph Nader (Ind.) 10

Ronald Reagan (R) 8

George Wallace (D) 6

Birch Bayh (D) 5

Maris Udall (D) 3

John Lindsay (D) 4

Lloyd Bentsen (D) 3

James Buckley (R) 3

Barbara Jordan (D) 2

Charles Percy (R) 2

John Gardner (Ind.) 1

Ella Grasso (D) 1

Ted Sorensen (D) 1

John Connally (R) 0

Milton Shapp (D) 0

Other: 17 votes among 14 candidates.

The results, in preferential order, are listed below.

Ford (R) 37

Henry Jackson (D) 30

Robert Humphrey (D) 14

Edward Kennedy (D) 13

Eugene McCarthy (Ind.) 12

Elliott Richardson (D) 11

Ralph Nader (Ind.) 10

Ronald Reagan (R) 8

George Wallace (D) 6

Birch Bayh (D) 5

Maris Udall (D) 3

John Lindsay (D) 4

Lloyd Bentsen (D) 3

James Buckley (R) 3

Nelson Rockefeller (R) 3

Howard Baker (R) 2

Jimmy Carter (D) 2

Eugene McCarthy (Ind.) 12

Fred Harris (D)

First, and most important, are higher prices; Coop prices are about the same as prices at other stores in the Cambridge area, Davis said.

Second, membership has increased due to expanding student enrollment at the institution involved. In 1972 members numbered approximately 54,000, the latest count for 1973 lists 63,417 members.

Finally, sales to non-members increased because of more effective management, according to Davis.

Coop profits for 1973 totaled $1,551,169 the highest in the Coop's history - perhaps because the larger freshman class - lines were longer than ever, with students waiting up to 30 minutes to get their class cards.

By Margaret Brandeau

Among the changes initiated in the dorm line system over the summer, the most controversial is the reduction in switchboard hours, eliminating dorm line phone service between midnight and 7:30 a.m.

According to M.I.T. Telecommunications Office, which is responsible for the change, few calls were made in those hours and only an approximate 2 percent chance to call the emergency number given by the switchboard during the trial period this summer. However, interviews with students have indicated that many feel greatly inconvenienced by this policy decision.

New House to the dorm line system, many phone numbers have been changed. The Telecommunications Office advises students to call their house desk for the new numbers. As a general rule (with many exceptions) numbers starting with 0 now start with 6, numbers starting with 8 have been scrambled, and numbers starting with 9 have been left pretty much intact.

A more localized condition is the lack of phones in New House. A by-product of this is a reduced capacity of dorm line system in Baker which will be straightened out this week when the New House phones are installed. The delay of about two weeks was caused by late and incorrect deliveries.

Dorm line changes

Registration day brought its annual crush of students to department yesterday, as hundreds of people crowded into the gymnasium to register.

This year - perhaps because the larger freshman class - lines were longer than ever, with students waiting up to 30 minutes to get their class cards.
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1975 Coop rebate set at 7.5%